
Please join us for a ResponderXLive
Technology Showcase in collaboration with:

Enabling Entrepreneurs. Empowering First Responders.

Featuring demonstrations from:

A demonstration of cutting 
edge technology working to 
solve the Project Responder 5 
Capability Needs and the 
IFAFRI Common Global
Capability Gaps as determined 
by the DHS S&T and IFAFRI.

Amazon Corporate O ce 
601 New Jersey Ave NW #900
Washington, DC 2001

LOCATION

DATE
Thursday, October 17th, 2019 

TIME
3:00pm - 6:00pm Eastern

REGISTER
https://www.responderxlabs.com/responderxlive/dc19/

www.responderxlabs.com/live



Blueforce
Enables responders to rapidly form secure 

"swarms" of people, sensors, and AI services, to 
improve life safety for Responders.

ZeroEyes
AI video analytics technology provides rst responders with better situational

awareness to best deal with the worst situations.

Truemed
Articial Intelligence against counterfeit
medicines. Brining end-to-end medicine
security with data and forensic analytics. 
Truemed offers archiving of counterfeits to 
cloud-based neural network, with no
modications to packaging or special

hahardware required. 

Two Six Labs
SIGMA was designed to network thousands of 
cost-effective radiation sensors (static, mobile, 
and man carried) to provide real-time scanning of 
the radiological environment, real-time alerts and 
identication of detected radiological sources.

TangoTango
TangoTango = Limitless Communications. Enabling 
complete cooperation during emergency response. 
In the event of an emergency, all rst responders, 
regardless of their radio frequency or cellular
provider, can interoperate with each other,
enabling the quickest resolution of dangerous

situations.

wi-fiber
Tomorrow’s Smart-City, Today - wi-ber’s
proprietary hardware supports smart-city
integrations while simultaneously enabling a 
comprehensive, city-wide mesh network.

RaySecur

A breakthrough technology based on millimeter 
waves, capable of detecting and conrming 
powders, solids, liquids and all forms of CBREs 
inside envelopes and small packets. Relying on 
dynamic video scanning from all possible 

angles, it is a vast improvement over traditional 
X-ray.

Synapse
AI for a threat free world. Their computer vision 
platform, Syntech ONE®, detects threats at X-Ray 
and CT security checkpoints, allowing for

automated screening technology, enabling security 
checkpoints worldwide to catch more threats while 

reducing operating costs and increasing
throughput.le lens & no stitching. 

Corti AI
Corti is an AI powered platform that

helps emergency medical dispatchers make
life-saving decisions.

Secubit
AI powered tools to enhance tactical

performance and & smart maintanance for 
weapon operators in deference and law

enforcement.

Aerial Applications
Software that turns drone photos into maps 
and 3D models for infrastructure asset
management. With one of the

fastest solutions in the market today, Aerial 
Applications plays a critical role in disaster 

response efforts nationwide.

RapidSOS

An advanced emergency communication 
platform, enhancing the existing 9-1-1
infrastructure by providing a pipeline for 
data from connected devices into

dispatcher systems.

Qwake Technologies
Next generation augmented reality vision

platform purpose-built to provide reghters with 
the ability to see through zero visibility

conditions.

Lumineye
Through-Wall Sensing for First Responders

Lumineye provides wall-penetrating radar to help 
rst responders identify people through walls. 

 NSENA VR
Creating realistic and immersive virtual reality
for law enforcement & corrections. Bringing VR 
enabled lethal and non-lethal weapons into the 
environment to allow for life-like and realistic use 
of force training scenarios to prepare, condition, 
and enable o cers to better protect their

ccommunities 

SHOWCASE PARTICIPANTS:Event Overview

ResponderXLabs has partnered with AWS to showcase
ResponderXLabs Participants whose technology meets capability 
gaps identied by the Science & Technology Directorate (DHS S&T) 
and the International Forum to Advance First Responder Innovation 
(IFAFRI). 

DHS S&T has published these Capability Needs through Project
Responder 5, and the 15 members (14 countries and the European 
Commission) of IFAFRI have published Common Global Capability 
Gaps as determined by consensus of all members. 

Show me don’t tell me: The event will be structured as an open house 
technology showcase where invited public safety leaders will have 
the opportunity to engage directly with 1 on 1 demos 

Protector Award:Join us in recognizing rst responders who
embrace technology to PROTECT our communities, while they share 
their stories of bravery and courage.

15 vetted cutting edge technologies driving innovation for rst
responders 

Invite only, exclusive for public safety  

Free to attend

Unsponsored - showcasing only the technology we've vetted and
selected, not products that paid to be there 

Event format designed specically for rst responder:
Come when you want, stay as long as you want, learn about new 
technology, network with industry leaders:

For more information please visit: 

https://www.responderxlabs.com/responderxlive/dc19/
IFAFRI Homepage: https://www.internationalresponderforum.org/

Project Responder 5: https://www.dhs.gov/publication/st-frg-project-responder-5

Enabling Entrepreneurs. Empowering First Responders.

www.responderxlabs.com/live


